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Abstract - Nowadays, ATM scams are increasing in many countries. In India, nearly 2000 scams were recorded 

last year (2022). To reduce the scams and improve the security in banking, this ATM face password project can 

be replaced the debit or ATM cards So that the User does not need to carry their debit card everywhere. User 

will have their unique account number to access the ATM. After entering that unique account number, the 

machine will scan the User's face recognition to see if it matches the data set in the account. It executes the 

banking process. If not, it sends an OTP pin to the account holder's phone number by using IoT. By using the 

OTP PIN, the person in the ATM can withdraw the amount in that account. This system can be beneficial for 

the future banking system. 

Index Terms – ATM, debit card, face recognition 

 

INTRODUCTION 

ATMs made our life easier, introduced in 1969 in the USA. In India, the first ATM was introduced in 1987 in 

Mumbai by HSBC bank. Before that, everyone had to wait in their specific bank branch for a long time. If the 

bank branch is not in their area, they have to travel to that branch to withdraw their money. Sometimes the bank 

may run out of money so that the person who came for banking may return with a no withdrawal amount, but 

this ATM has made a big revolution in the banking field. After the introduction of ATMs, anyone can easily 

withdraw money from any bank inside the country just with a single swipe Card scams are occurring daily in 

our day-to-day lives. 

There are two types of ATMs one which has the option of withdrawal, checking bank balance, transferring 

money online, changing PIN and the other one has the features of depositing money, checking bank balance, 

changing the PIN, and withdrawing money instantly. There are many different labeled ATMs. For agriculture 

purposes green label is used, for e-commerce transactions yellow label is used, for share transactions orange 

label is used, for specific queries for women pink label is used and finally, TATA groups use white label ATMs. 

The ATM provides 24x7 service so that people can withdraw money from anywhere and at any time. 

Even though security has increased in banking, the scams also increase eventually. Using skimmers, A card can 

be duplicated into many cards sold in the black market, the dark web without knowing the actual cardholder. 

These scams are happening by using a device called card skimmers which scammers and hackers commonly 

use to read a card and write the copy to another card. It’s easy to purchase a card skimmer in any online store 

or big offline hardware store. The most common scams across the world are skimming, shimming, cash-out and 

jackpotting. 
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Shimming is nothing is the upgraded process of skimming. In this process, scammers used to read the RFID 

chip in the card even without the PIN anyone can withdraw money from the account holder money. In the same 

method of skimming the data can be made into duplicate copies and can be sold in the black market so-called 

dark web by selling the card details through dark web even government can’t find the IP address of the seller 

on the dark web 

Another popular method in scamming cash out in his method hackers modify the bank employee credentials 

and the withdrawal limit so that the stolen cards can be used to withdraw money the last famous method is 

jackpotting in this type of scam, which scammers used to change the hardware in the ATM so that information 

entered in the machine will be sent as a copy to the scammer 

 

RELATED WORK 

The ATM plays a vital role in my world to enhance the ATMs several people have tried to find any number of 

ways to secure the ATM by altering the ways this section gives an overview of it 

Taleb, et al.., [1] have proposed a system where the already existing security systems were upgraded to their 

next level by achieving facial recognition authentication using principal component analysis (PCA). With a help 

of an Arduino microcontroller and graphical user interface (GUI), they achieved authorization from the captured 

facial images verified in MatLab. 

X.Pan, et al.., [3] have proposed face recognition with mainly the use of RFID technology, they introduced an 

intelligence access control system with an FNN algorithm. 

Wazwaz et al…, [4] have proposed a computer-based face recognition and detection mainly using raspberry pi, 

by using boosted cascade of simple features algorithm and local binary pattern algorithm to detect human faces 

and recognize those faces that are detected. 

Hafid et al.., [5] have proposed a paper to measurement system mainly based on two systems on chip solutions 

and raspberry pi. A full 3-lead ECG recorder and impedance cardiographer were implemented. Wirelessly the 

recordings were transmitted through Bluetooth to pc. 

Li et al.., [6] have proposed a model cross pose face recognition using a regression with a coupled bias-variance 

tradeoff is way more stable than subspace-based face representation where recognizing faces across pose 

difference is a problem CMU pi and multi pi results show cross pose face recognition is better than subspace 

face recognition. 

Ding et.al.., [7] have proposed a novel face detection framework that can manage the full range of pose 

variations within 90 degrees of the weave. It uses CMUPI, FERET, and MULTIPI databases. It performs a 

single task-based baseline. The algorithm used in this methodology is the CNN algorithm. 

J.yang et.al.., [8] have proposed a face ant spoofing project. In this methodology, faces recognize with a given 

dataset if the person is a spoofer. By considering the fake samples for training author approached a subject 

domain adaption method to blend virtual features. The extensive datasets used in this are CASIA and REPLAY-

ATTACK. 

H.S. Bhatt et al.., [9] have proposed a multi-objective evolutionary granular algorithm that matches the faces 

before and after plastic surgery, firstly this algorithm generates non-disjoint face granules at multiple levels of 

granularity. Granular information is sensing, using, a multiobjective genetic approach, at the same time 

optimizing the selection of features extractor for each face granular along with the masses of individual granules. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Face authentication ATM is developed to replace the debit card with face authentication, It increases the security 

in the banking field and doesn’t require any debit card to withdraw or transfer money through ATMs. This 

method will be more user friendly that anyone can easily withdraw and transfer money. 

3.1 Database Module 

The admin who is a bank employee has the admin permission to add or edit the database on the client-side 

server, by this process employee use to create a new client ATM account like in Fig 1 
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The admin creates a database for the client by adding their details like name, phone number, email, father’s 

name, address, etc. after entering these details. Admin will capture the face of the client's face in a frame by 

frame manner then they are classified into different layers using the DCNN algorithm and then saved as a client 

database where the client will get a unique ID to access it’ 

 

Fig.1 Block Diagram for creating client database 

 

3.2 Face Authentication Module 

In this module face during enrollment for the database the face is scanned and then using the DCNN algorithm 

this scanned photo is divided into five layers which in the Fig 2 block diagram 

 

 

Fig.2 Block Diagram of Face authentication 
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Using the unique ID when a client opens their ATM account, the machine scans the client's face and then by 

using the DCNN it compares the face to the database picture if it matches it takes it to the banking site 

3.3 IoT Module 

When the face captured in the ATM doesn’t match with the face in the bank database then the IoT helps here. 

The account holder gets a special PIN for the phone number which they registered in the bank server. Using this 

PIN client can enter the data in the ATM so that if the random OTP matches with the OTP in the ATM then the 

person receives the banking option or else the page will automatically log out, After withdrawing the amount, 

the account holder receives a withdrawal message through normal via text and email which have been registered 

in the bank server 

 

RESULT 

In this part, the result is shown are obtained output through by implementing the DCNN algorithm in the banking 

sector through ATM the withdrawal money is sent through the via SMS and email 

 

 

Fig.3 home page 

 

 

Fig.4 Face authentication process 

 

This is the home page Fig 3 of the ATM using face authentication as a password it has the basic instruction 

about the ATM process about how it works to start the banking client can click the start now icon displayed on 

the screen after that it will redirect into another URL in which the client has entered their unique ID number 

which was given to the client after creating their ATM face password account after entering the unique ID 
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number the page will redirect to a face scanner URL like in Fig 4 in which the ATM camera scans for client's 

face if it matches then the client is redirected into the banking URL like Fig 5 

 

Fig.5 Main Banking Page 

 

If the face doesn’t match with the bank database photo then an OTP will send by ATM and redirect to a page 

where the client can enter the PIN if the PIN matches with the ATM OTP then the URL will redirect to the 

banking or it will automatically logout the user. 

 

 

Fig.6 Withdrawal statement 

 

After completing the withdrawal the client will receive an SMS and email so that account holders will be more 

aware of their withdrawal statement 

 

CONCLUSION 

By using the DCNN algorithm the face authentication along with cloud OTP code which has been set as a 

password, Now the ATMs will be more secure and anyone can access their bank and withdraw the amount by 

using unique ATM IDs, There is no need for using the debits anymore in the ATMs so that many scams can be 

avoidable like skimming, cash out, jackpotting, etc. By using five layers in the DCNN algorithm it’s very hard 

to open the account holder's money without their acknowledgment. This method is useful, In case the holder 

forgets to take their debit card with them during long travel they need to worry about the money to withdraw 

from the ATM because this methodology account holders face as their PIN to withdraw from their account in 

case if our face. This project can be enhanced by adding layers to the DCNN algorithm and by adding speech 
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recognition so that the ATMs will more secure but same time it’s is difficult to recognize the voice of the account 

holder when they have a sore throat or any problem it can be quite hard to process the voice of the person but 

it’s never impossible so that in future enhancement it can be added to secure the bank more efficiently. 
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